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1
This paper presents a numerical approach to predict the rheology of dense non-
colloidal suspensions with a biviscous matrix. A biviscous matrix is characterized
as a fluid with two shear rate dependent viscosities i.e. one above and below a critical
shear rate γ̇c. The methodology is based on the lubrication dynamics which dom-
inantly influence the suspension properties at high values of particle concentration.
To efficiently handle the singular lubrication forces in the dense suspensions, a semi-
implicit splitting integration scheme is employed. Using the presented approach, three
dimensional simulations were performed and the predicted rheology of the suspension
with a biviscous matrix is discussed under two regimes: (a) γ̇c larger than the macro-
scopic applied shear rate where fluid slippage effect can be modeled in terms of the
non-Newtonian properties of the matrix, and (2) γ̇c smaller than the macroscopic ap-
plied shear rate where a biviscous model can be seen as a regularization of an apparent
yield stress matrix. The results obtained at high γ̇c show that the shear thinning of
the biviscous matrix in the inter-particle gaps, which can be interpreted as an ap-
parent fluid slipping on the particle surface, provides an alternative mechanism to
explain the experimentally observed shear-thinning of non-colloidal suspension with
Newtonian matrices. At low γ̇c values, the predicted suspension properties and its





The non-linear rheological properties of non-colloidal suspensions are intrinsically orig-
inating from the complex particle-fluid interactions which, in the case of non-Newtonian
solvent matrices, is the subject of intense research [1–8]. Tunable properties of such fluids
hold tremendous industrial impact and thereby offers a challenging problem of understand-
ing their flow behavior under different conditions. For example, flow of complex suspensions
involving fine-grained sediments (e.g. clays, silt or sand) often arise in coastal and offshore
engineering applications and therefore novel particle-level models are crucial to predict sedi-
ment’s rheology and transport accurately. Although there are many factors that contribute
to make the rheological response of suspensions complex (e.g. interparticle interaction, par-
ticle shape etc.), even the “simple” case of hard spheres suspended in a Newtonian matrix
can present significant complications when the volume fraction of the suspended phase is
sufficiently increased. In the case of dense systems, beside the increasing importance of non-
hydrodynamic contact forces [9, 10], the dominance of the near-contact singular lubrication
forces between the particles at close separation is one of the many factors that pose modeling
and numerical challenges.
Characterization of a given suspension is conventionally carried-out in experiments using
a rheometer to measure the standard rheometric functions such as the suspension viscosity.
A complementary approach is to numerically simulate simple rheology tests using appropri-
ate mathematical models. Fully-resolved Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the particle
suspensions using conventional mesh-based methods [1, 11–14] and meshless methods [15–17]
already exist. However, these techniques require higher computational resources to resolve
the very small inter-particle separation under near contact conditions which frequently arise
in dense systems at large particle volume fraction and/or applied shear rates. The require-
ment for such methodologies to resolve very thin regions of space often restricts the number
of particles employed to a few hundreds and/or the physical dimensions to two. Alternatively,
methods such as Accelerated Stokesian Dynamics [18], Fast Stokesian Dynamics [19], Dissi-
pative Particle Dynamics [20], Lattice-Boltzmann method [21] have incorporated the effect of
short-range hydrodynamic interactions analytically. In the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynam-
ics method presented in [22], the flow around single particles is fully resolved, whereas the
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flow in the gap between two particles is resolved up to a given threshold distance. At smaller
gaps analytical solutions for the interstitial flow between particle pairs is used, thus effec-
tively overcoming the need for higher/adaptive spatial resolution. With further improvement
on the numerical techniques aiming at the optimization of time stepping, such as the semi-
implicit splitting integration scheme [23, 24], simulating systems with thousands of particles
in three dimensions for large time scales is already realizable.
Beside the requirement of high computational resources to simulate dense particulate
systems, another serious limitation of the aforementioned methods is the additional modeling
difficulties that may arise when considering non-Newtonian suspending media. Irrespective
of the solver being used, either an implicit or an explicit type, it is somewhat difficult with
the current methodologies to simulate three-dimensional complex fluid flow problems even
with few thousands of particles. Even for a simple flow such as a Couette flow, the popular
Stokesian Dynamics solver and its variants resort to careful reduction of the computational
cost by approximating the full many-body far-field hydrodynamic interactions by means of
particle-drag self-terms and considering only the short-range lubrication interactions. Such
methods that expedite the calculations are now known as Fast Lubrication Dynamics (FLD)
[25, 26]. Despite the obvious advantage, such simplifications might lead to artifacts when
particles are exposed to external forcing or when flow details (e.g., diffusion or velocity
correlations) are needed, and therefore caution should be exercised in setting the simulation
parameters [27]. While the accuracy and performance owing to such simplification has been
reported in the case of implicit methods such as Stokesian Dynamics, none has been reported
when explicit integration of the lubrication equations are carried-out.
Numerical estimation of the rheological properties and micro-structure of a variety of
non-colloidal suspensions have been reported in the literature. Apart from the size, shape,
dispersity, rigidity and volume fraction of the suspended particles, the influence of the shear
rate dependent viscosity of the suspending medium on the rheology of the suspension is also
of particular importance. To this end, the rheology of non-colloidal hard spheres suspended
in continuous shear thickening and shear thinning matrices has been studied [2, 3, 5, 6, 28].
However, to the best of our knowledge, numerical studies on suspensions with solvent that has
discontinuous variation of its viscosity with shear rate is still lacking. Moreover, in the case of
dense particle systems with highly non-Newtonian suspending media the critical challenge is
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represented by the choice of the interparticle lubrication force model (rather than the far-field
contributions which are generally screened) which cannot always be accurately approximated
by Newtonian-like expressions [29] with modified non-Newtonian viscosity [2, 3, 28].
A simple approach to model a discontinuous shear rate dependency of matrices is through
the biviscous model. This model was originally proposed by Tanner and Milthorpe [30] as an
alternative to the other popular models such as the Bingham model, Herschel-Bulkley model
or Casson model [31] to simulate the apparent yield stress fluids. It employs two viscosities,
a relatively larger η0 for γ̇ ≤ γ̇c and a small η1 for γ̇ > γ̇c. In the case of fluid matrices
characterized by a true yield stress σy, the biviscous model allows, for a given plastic viscosity
η0, to calculate a sufficiently small value for the γ̇ to regularize the transition and mimic an
apparent yielding behavior. Although this approach is similar to the other regularization
approaches, such as the widely employed exponential regularization of Papanastasiou [32], it
provides further mathematical and computational simplicity and has allowed to derive the
corresponding solution for the interparticle lubrication analytically [33]. The biviscous model
has been successfully employed in the the works of Tanner and Milthorpe [30], Beverly and
Tanner [34] and Prashant and Derksen [35]. In the case the fluid matrix is defined by an
apparent yield stress - and the true low-shear rate viscous behaviour can be experimentally
characterized - the present biviscous model is able to parametrize the large zero-shear-rate
viscosity plateau and its corresponding transition in the shear rate [36]. In both cases, the
rheology of a dense non-colloidal suspension with a biviscous matrix has not been studied
yet.
It should be remarked that another interesting utility of the biviscous model lies in its
ability to model also apparent slippage effects by setting a large value for the critical shear
rate γ̇c and taking the low shear rate viscosity η0 being equal to the bulk value. In a recent
study, Kroupa et al. [37] established a connection between the decrease in the viscosity
of a concentrated non-colloidal suspension with shear rate and the slipping of the solvent
on the particle surface. As the effect of slip between the particles and the solvent can be
expected to grow with particle volume fraction and applied shear, it is likely to extend a
dominating influence on the rheology of the concentrated suspensions. In another study,
Vázquez-Quesada et al. [38] showed that the apparent slipping of the matrix fluid in the
interstitial gap between a particle pair can be modeled directly by using the lubrication force
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expressions for a biviscous fluid, i.e through the shear-rate dependent thinning of the matrix.
With the critical shear rate γ̇c and the viscosity ratio η1/η0 of the biviscous model as the
relevant calibration parameters, effective interparticle lubrication interactions were presented
that compared well with those inferred by the experiments and from slip theories [38]. These
findings further strengthen the existence of hidden shear rate effects, such as the apparent
slippage, as a possible explanation on the physical mechanisms behind the shear thinning of
non-colloidal hard-sphere suspensions when Newtonian solvents are used [5]. On opposite,
in the case of weakly non-Newtonian low molecular weight silicon oils the real thinning of
the matrix, even occurring at very large shear rates, can also deliver the shear-thinning of
the suspension [28]. It is therefore compelling to numerically characterize the rheological
behavior of a non-colloidal suspension with a biviscous matrix model.
In this paper, we aim to numerically study the rheology of non-colloidal particles sus-
pended in a biviscous matrix. Employing several thousands of particles, three dimensional
simulations are performed to study the rheology of dense suspensions in two limits: (1) for
γ̇c larger than the macroscopic applied shear rate, i.e. where the fluid apparent slip effect
is recovered; and (2) γ̇c smaller the macroscopic applied shear rate where a biviscous model
can be seen as a regularization of an apparent yield stress matrix. To this end, we present in
Section II the numerical methodology employed in the present study. Section III begins with
validation of the employed models, followed by the discussion on the rheology of a dense
non-colloidal suspensions with biviscous matrix. The discussions are split into two parts:
Section III B 1 presents the effect of interparticle apparent fluid slippage on the suspension
rheology modeled by high critical shear rate, whereas Section III B 2 presents the rheology of
a suspension with an apparent yield stress matrix modeled by a very low critical shear rate
in the biviscosity model. The paper concludes with a brief summary in Section IV.
II. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
In this section the details of the suspension model are presented along with the numerical
techniques employed for carrying out the simulations.
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A. Modeling dense non-colloidal suspension with a Newtonian matrix
By neglecting the contribution of contact frictional forces (e.g. in some surfactants/polymers-
stabilized particulate systems with extremely low coefficients of friction [39]) at higher values
of particle volume fraction φ (defined as the ratio of particle volume to total volume), the
rheology of a given suspension is dominantly influenced by the singular short-range lubrica-
tion force between pairs of suspended particles. These forces arise from the relative motion of
the particles at very close separation that are classified into different modes. The lubrication
force under the squeeze (Fn) and shear (Ft) modes acting between pairs of particles (say α
and β) are as follows:
Fnαβ = fαβ(h)Vαβ · eαβeαβ (1)











































Here, Vαβ is the relative velocity of a particle pair and fαβ and gαβ are scalar functions which
depends on the size (a is the radius of a particle), inter-particle gap (h) and dynamic viscosity
of the matrix fluid (η). For simulating dense suspensions, i.e. with value of φ ≥ 0.4, the
long-range hydrodynamic forces can be generally ignored, as they are much smaller than the
singular lubrication forces, to enable simpler and faster methods to study their rheological
properties. As a mean for further simplification, earlier studies [40, 41] have considered only
the lubrication force corresponding to the squeeze mode. Although less accurate when used in
absence of an explicit numerical treatment of the solvent, such models are adequate to quali-
tatively demonstrate the peculiar rheological behavior of dense non-colloidal suspensions. In
particular, this work focuses on a modification of the normal lubrication force under squeeze
mode alone for a viscoplastic matrix modeled as a biviscous fluid and aims at the study of










FIG. 1: Schematic of two spheres interacting in a squeeze mode.
B. Modeling dense non-colloidal suspension with a biviscous matrix
In the present work, a non-colloidal suspension with a biviscous shear thinning matrix is
studied. The sudden drop in dynamic viscosity at a specific value of shear rate for a shear
thinning fluid can be formulated as,
η =
η0, if |γ̇| < γ̇c,η1, if |γ̇| ≥ γ̇c (5)
where, η0 > η1 and γ̇c is the critical shear rate and |γ̇| =
√
0.5(γ̇ : γ̇) is the magnitude of the
local symmetrized shear rate tensor. For such systems, an approximation of the lubrication
force between a pair of particles immersed in a biviscous matrix under the squeeze mode
was derived by Vázquez-Quesada and Ellero [33]. Expanding further, they have provided
the analytical results for an apparent slippage effect between two spheres suspended in a
biviscous solvent (see Ref. [38]). Inspired by the slip based model of Kroupa et al. [37],




description of the matrix can be used to incorporate apparent interparticle slippage effects
which could be amongst the physical mechanisms responsible for the shear thinning behavior
observed in certain non-Brownian suspensions.
Another utility of the biviscous model is its ability to model apparent yield stress fluids
[30] by using a sufficiently low γ̇c and a sufficiently large viscosity ratio. For a given value of
the apparent yield stress matrix σyxy and viscosity ratio
η0
η1
, an appropriate value of γ̇c can be
therefore calculated to regularize the ideal yielding behavior. So, in principle, upon proper
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choice of the model parameters in the biviscous fluid two limiting cases can be explored on
the rheology of the suspension, that are: (1) interparticle slip effects in a Newtonian matrix
or (2) an apparent yield stress matrix. In the following of this section we review the main
results in the derivation of the general biviscous lubrication forces.
Consider two spherical particles of radius aα and aβ moving with a relative normal velocity
Vαβ (see Fig. 1). At very close proximities, the surface of the spheres can be considered as










h0 is the gap at r = 0. Through a rigorous derivation, it can be shown that a critical sepa-
ration distance hlim0 can be defined (see Eqn. (6)), which determines whether the interstitial









Corresponding expressions for the normal lubrication force of the monoviscous (Fmαβ) and the
biviscous (F bαβ) case are presented in the following.
Fmαβ = 6πη0V a
2h−10 if h0 ≥ hlim0 (7)
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if h0 < h
lim
0 (8)
Here, r1 and r2 are the radial co-ordinates which discriminate the spatial regions of the matrix

































































For more details on the presented model and its derivation, one can refer the original work
of Vázquez-Quesada and Ellero [33]. Regarding the consistency between the interparticle
lubrication force calculated from a Newtonian fluid model with slip velocity [37] and that
derived from the biviscous model equations above, the reader is referred to [38].
C. Computational Domain and other details
To predict the rheological properties, the suspension is subjected to a simple shear test in
the three dimensional numerical experiments. A cubic box of size 32a× 32a× 32a is chosen,
with periodic boundaries on all sides except the top and the bottom which are modeled
as rigid walls (see Fig. 2). For a chosen value of the input shear rate γ̇in, the top and the
bottom boundaries are assigned a constant value of velocity which drives the flow. The initial
particle configuration is setup using a Monte-Carlo method. A linked-list algorithm is used to
determine the neighbor particles within a specified distance rcutoff that contribute towards
the lubrication force acting on a particle. The value of rcutoff is set as 2.5a, such that,
the lubrication forces are indeed short-range hydrodynamics forces. To avoid the diverging
lubrication forces from stalling the simulation, a rcuton radius is specified, below which the
lubrication force between the particles is kept constant. For the present study, the rcuton is
set a typical value of 0.001a [42]. In addition to the short-range lubrication force, a repulsion





where, F0 is its magnitude and τ determines its range. For the present study, hard-sphere
repulsion force parameters F0 and τ are set as 8.4318 × 10−3 and 103a respectively. Due to
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FIG. 2: Schematic of the computational domain. A cubic box of size 32a with periodic
boundaries on all sides except top and bottom is considered. The top and bottom
boundaries are considered to be walls moving parallel to the x-axis with speed V in
opposite directions. The spheres with radius a = 1 unit represent the non-Brownian
particles that fill the domain interior. Particle volume fractions ranging from 0.05 to 0.48
are considered for the simulations.
the singular nature of the lubrication force, numerical integration of the governing equations
using an explicit scheme can impose a serious limitation on the time step size. Hence, an
efficient semi-implicit splitting scheme proposed by Vázquez-Quesada and Ellero [22, 23]
is implemented to ensure an accurate and stable integration of the equations of motion.
According to their approach, the relative velocity of a particle pair Ṽαβ can be computed














where, Aαβ and Bαβ are scalar functions defined as,












that depend on the lubrication model chosen. Here, mα,β are the masses of the particles α
and β and ∆tsweep =
∆t
Nsweep
, is the time step size obtained by splitting ∆t with Nsweep sub-
steps. Since the present pairwise force model obeys the Newton’s action-reaction principle,
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and Ṽα = Ṽαβ + Ṽβ. (14)
The accuracy of the implicit integration scheme for the lubrication force is highly dependent
on the value of Nsweep. An adaptive procedure is followed to ensure the value of Nsweep is
large enough to get convergence while simultaneously being sufficiently small to speed up
the calculations. For a default value of Nsweep at the n
th time step, two different sweeps are
performed such that Nsweep = 2
m and Nsweep = 2











the difference in particles’ velocities between the two choice of sweeps is compared with a
predefined tolerance ε. If em < ε, then Nsweep is halved and the procedure is repeated until
em−q ≥ ε. Finally, the velocities obtained at Nsweep = 2m−q−1 are retained and the value of
Nsweep is set as default for the n + 1 time step. On the other hand, if e
m > ε the value of
Nsweep is doubled and the procedure is repeated. Given that the solution converges with 2
m+q
sweeps, this value is then set as default for the next time step. For all the simulations in this
study ε was set as 10−3. Once the integration of the lubrication force between all the particle
pairs is completed, a Verlet scheme is used to integrate the inter-particle repulsion force.
For all simulations, the time step size is chosen as 10−4. For more details on the numerical
splitting procedure the reader is referred to Refs. [22] and [23]. The shear rate is generated by
imposing a constant velocity to the walls, which are included in the semi-implicit algorithm
as spheres of infinite radius. The details of the wall model are given in Appendix VI.
In summary, in the present work an efficient and stable lubrication dynamic simulation
is carried out in which short-range hydrodynamic interparticle forces are implicitly taken
into account into the pairwise dynamics. In the case of a Newtonian matrix, lubrication
contributions follow the classical Eqns. (1) and (2). In the case of a biviscous matrix, only
the normal lubrication is considered and hence the suspension rheology is governed by Eqns.
(7) and (8). Consistent comparison with the Newtonian case can be done by neglecting
high-order logarithmic terms in Eqns. (1) and (2). Note that, unlike FLD-based approaches
[25, 26], no self-term particle drag has been included here. On one hand, this bypasses some
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complication in the choice of the parameters in FLD, in fact self-terms are selected in FLD to
match the mean particle mobility (equivalently the short time self-diffusivity) [43] and usually
contains a macroscopic information on the whole suspension, i.e. η(φ) [27] which is one of the
output properties of interest. Secondly, we bypass the problem of lack of linear momentum
conservation which, in a pairwisely interacting particle system (with antisymmetric forces),
is automatically guaranteed.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Validation study: Rheology of dense non-colloidal suspensions with a
Newtonian matrix
To begin with, the viscometric behavior of a non-colloidal suspension with a Newtonian
matrix under a simple shear is simulated. This problem has been well documented and
therefore serves as an excellent validation study. In a cubical geometry as described in
Section II C, the top and bottom walls are moved at a speed of V wz in opposite directions
along the z-axis to apply an input shear rate γ̇in = V
w
z /16a. At very large volume fractions,
slip can occur at the walls and the suspension may not exhibit a shear rate as defined earlier
and therefore an effective shear rate γ̇ein is calculated by interpolating the linear velocity
profile in the bulk region. Using the position of the particles and the inter-particle forces, the
















where V is the volume of the bulk region, vα is the perturbation velocity vector of the
particle α, rαβ = rα − rβ is the relative position vector of the α particle with respect to
its β neighbor particle and Fαβ is the inter-particle force vector. The domain was filled
with monodispersed spherical particles of radius a = 1.0 using a a Monte-Carlo packing
algorithm. For different values of particle volume fraction ranging between 0.05 to 0.45, the
number of particles employed varied between 400 to 3500 approximately. Very high values of
φ are not considered as disorder-to-order transition might occur and contact frictional forces
would be significant [45]. Here, we isolate the study to the effect of Newtonian short-range
hydrodynamic interactions. Once the simulations reach a steady state, the relative viscosity
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FIG. 3: (a) Variation of ηR with φ; results obtained under the combined squeeze and shear
mode are shown. (b) Variation of ηR with φ; results obtained under squeeze mode alone. In
both cases results are compared against data from Sierou and Brady (2002) [45] and
Bertevas et al. (2009) [46]. (c) Variation of ηR with the input shear rate (γ̇
∗
in) under
combined squeeze and shear mode is shown for different particle volume fractions.
of the suspension (ηR = σxz/ηγ̇) is estimated. Here, η is the viscosity of the suspending
medium. By changing the value of the input shear rate, the rheology of the suspension is




The variation of the relative suspension viscosity with particle volume fraction are plotted
in Fig. 3a. In the same figure, the result obtained by Sierou and Brady [45] and Bertevas
et al. [46] are co-plotted for validation purpose. In numerical simulations, the short range
repulsion force parameters can have significant influence on the rheology of suspensions,
especially at higher particle volume fraction. Specifically, the magnitude and the range of
the force can alter the micro-structure of the suspended medium, which in turn, alters the
suspension viscosity and its shear rate dependence. Therefore, to enable valid comparison,
we note that all the results presented in Fig. 3 were obtained for the value of τ = 103a
and γ̇∗in ≈ 102. Despite its simplicity, a fairly good prediction of the relative viscosity of the
suspension by the present model is clearly evident. For values of particle volume fraction less
than 0.3, the relative viscosity of the suspension is under-predicted. This is expected as the
inter-particle interactions reduce with particle volume fraction for a fixed value of rcutoff
and the predicted suspension viscosity falls rapidly to zero as φ → 0 where no interparticle
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lubrication interaction occurs. The variation of the suspension viscosity with γ̇∗in is presented
in Fig. 3c. As can be seen, a shear-thickening behavior is observed from the simulations.
However, the thickening behavior is found to be very mild, particularly for lower volume
fractions. A similar observation was also made by Vázquez-Quesada and Ellero [22] who
considered the long-range hydrodynamic interactions as well in their simulations.
In the following sections of this paper, we focus on the rheology of dense suspensions with
biviscous matrix in which lubrication force under squeeze mode is expected to dominate.
Therefore, it is imperative to see whether meaningful predictions are made by the employed
model when normal lubrication forces alone in the Newtonian case are considered. To this
end, another set of simulations were performed with the same set of parameters as presented
before but without considering the tangential lubrication force. The results are presented
in Fig. 3b. The variation of the relative suspension viscosity with volume fraction clearly
shows an underestimated prediction in the absence of the tangential lubrication and large-
range hydrodynamic interactions. Similar constant viscosity values for changing shear rate
were observed as in the full case. These results show that the contribution of the normal
lubrication alone is clearly insufficient to calculate accurately the viscosity of the suspension.
Although the present finding is differing from the work of Ball and Melrose (see Fig. 9
of Ref. [41]), in a more recent study a similar observation was also made by Bertevas et
al. [46]. Therefore, especially in shear flows, the tangential lubrication forces do play an
important role in suspension behavior. An improvement in the prediction of the relative
viscosity using squeeze mode alone was noticed by tuning of the simulation parameters. For
example, increasing the value of rcutoff enables more neighbor contribution which in turn
allows increased dissipation and better prediction of the relative viscosity with normal forces
alone. Nevertheless, we did not adopt any such measure and kept the simulation parameter
values identical to the combined squeeze and shear-mode simulation run to ensure that the
comparisons made were appropriate.
B. Rheology of a dense non-colloidal suspension with a biviscous matrix
In this section, we present the numerical details and the results of the simulation of a
dense non-colloidal suspension with a biviscous fluid as matrix. This numerical exercise is
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performed to demonstrate the capability of the present biviscosity model to study 1) effect
of the apparent slippage (i.e. reproduced via hidden-shear rates effect) on the suspensions
rheology and 2) the rheology of a suspension with an apparent yield stress fluid matrix.
1. Effect of apparent slippage on the suspension rheology
When considering dense non-colloidal suspensions with a biviscous matrix, it is essential
to account for the short-range lubrication effects. For this purpose, the expressions obtained
in [33] that have been briefly reviewed in section II B are used. Using the same problem
geometry, flow settings and numerical parameter values as described in Section II C and III A,
the suspension rheology of a particulate biviscous fluid with viscosity ratio η0/η1 = 2.0 was
investigated. To probe the rheology in the dense regime, 3755 monodispersed particles in
the cubic box of side 32a (φ = 0.48) was considered. For values of fixed critical shear rate in
the range γ̇∗c = 4.73 × 10−2 − 4.73 × 108, simulations were performed for different values of
input shear rate in the range γ̇∗in = 4.73 − 4.73 × 102. Once the stresses in the bulk region
reached a steady value, the relative suspension viscosity was calculated. Another simulation
considering a suspension with a monoviscous Newtonian matrix (with viscosity equal to the
high shear viscosity of the biviscous matrix) was carried-out to corroborate the high critical
shear rate case (γ̇c >> γ̇) of the suspension with biviscous matrix.
For different values of the critical shear rate, the obtained relative viscosity is shown in
Fig. 4. In the case of γ̇∗c = 4.73 × 108 (yellow triangles), the value of the critical shear
rate chosen is much higher than the input shear rates and hence the suspension behavior is
similar to that of a suspension with a Newtonian (η = η0) matrix. This is clearly evident from
the significant overlapping of the predicted values with the Newtonian case (black circles).
Also, a mild shear thickening of the suspension is noticeable which is a distinct feature of a
non-colloidal suspension reported in many studies.
In the opposite limit - the γ̇∗c = 4.73× 10−2 case (red asterisks) - the value of the critical
shear rate chosen is much lower than the input shear rates and the suspension once again
behaves like a suspension with a Newtonian matrix whose viscosity η = η1. As expected, a
mild shear thickening is observed with the suspension relative viscosities being almost half of
the γ̇∗c = 4.73× 108 case. In all other cases, varied levels of shear thinning of the suspension
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FIG. 4: Results obtained using the biviscous model. Variation of ηR with input shear rate
is shown for different values of γ̇∗c .
is noticeable depending on the value of the critical shear rate of the matrix.
For a given γ̇∗c , the biviscous nature of the suspension itself (i.e. the transition from
higher to lower suspension relative viscosity) is found to typically occur at input shear rate
much lower than the critical shear rate of the matrix owing to the inter-particle shear rates
(γ̇∗loc = γ̇loc/γ̇in) locally exceeding the critical shear rate of the matrix. Moreover, as shown
in Fig. 5, for the same critical shear rate γ̇∗c = 4.73× 103 of the biviscous matrix, an increase
of the viscosity ratio to η0
η1
= 10 enhances the resulting thinning behaviour of the suspension
anticipating it to lower values of the applied shear rate. The previous results reproduce the
ones obtained by Vázquez-Quesada et al. [5, 28] with a different shear-thinning matrix and
show that the ‘hidden’ high shear rates come into play, resulting in a shear-thinning of the
suspension at the macroscopic level.
From Fig. 4 it is also evident that if γ̇c is extremely large (as for example in a truly
Newtonian matrix such as glycerol), no shear-thinning of the suspension is obtained which
contrasts experimental observations [5]. However, as discussed in Ref. [38], even in the case
of Newtonian matrices (provided that slip occurrs in interparticle gaps) the parameter γ̇c can
be practically chosen much smaller than the true rheological value. Since this choice leads to
shear thinning in the suspension, it strengthen the hypothesis put forward by Kroupa et al.
in [37] of interparticle slippage as a possible additional cause of shear-thinning in suspensions
17








FIG. 5: For two different viscosity ratios η0
η1
, namely 2 and 10, the variation of ηR with
input shear rate is shown for the case of γ̇∗c = 4.73× 103.
with constant-viscosity matrices.
It should be clear from Eqns. (7) and (8) that the shear rate dependent monoviscous or
biviscous behavior of the interstitial fluid between a pair of particles has been reformulated
into inter-particle separation-based behavior. Specifically, when the inter-particle separation
between a particle pair is less than hlim0 , the local shear rate exceeds the critical shear rate
of the matrix and the expression for biviscous lubrication force is appropriately used. It
should be noted that the value of hlim0 depends not only γ̇c but also on the relative velocity
of the particles. For all the values of critical shear rate studied, the fraction of particle
pairs under biviscous interation is shown for different input shear rates in Fig. 6. Across
the range of input shear rate studied, the γ̇∗c = 4.73 × 108 case shows that all interactions
are monoviscous, whereas, in the case of γ̇∗c = 4.73 × 10−2 and all other intermediate cases,
interactions are found to be biviscous in nature. As discussed earlier, a significant fraction
of particle pairs experience biviscous interaction locally i.e. γ̇∗loc > γ̇
∗
c well before the global
condition γ̇∗in > γ̇
∗
c is satisfied. This can be seen clearly by comparison of Figs. 4 and 6 in the
case of γ̇∗c = 4.73×103, where the suspension shear-thinning begins at γ̇∗in ≈ 102 << γ̇∗c , where
around 20% of the interactions are bi-viscous. With systematic reduction in the value of γ̇∗c ,
a monotonous increase in the fraction of biviscous interaction is observed in the investigated
parametric space.
To further delineate the transition from mono to biviscous state of the suspension, the
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FIG. 6: For different values of critical shear rate, the transition from high shear viscosity to
low shear viscosity is shown in terms of percentage of interaction for which the
inter-particle distance h0 less than the critical value h
lim
0 .
inter-particle shear rate (Eq. (17)) for all the particle pairs are plotted against their inter-








The columns show the variation for change in the value of critical shear rate and the rows for
change in input shear rate. The data points marked in blue and red indicate monoviscous
and biviscous interaction respectively. From the plots, it is clearly seen that the shear rate
in the fluid domain can locally exceed the input shear rate. Progressively larger shear rates
are found with decreasing inter-particle gap. As the inter-particle gap should decrease with
larger input shear rate, the probability of biviscous interaction should increase for higher γ̇∗in
for a particular value of γ̇∗c . This expected behavior is clearly seen when going from left to
right in the rows of Fig. 7. With a decrease in the value of γ̇∗c , the number of interactions
wherein the interstitial fluid has shear thinned can be seen to substantially increase. This
transition can be found to be accelerated by increasing the value of input shear rate (see
columns 2 and 3 in Fig. 7). The horizontal interface-like line seen between the two different
types of interaction (in rows 2 and 3) corroborates the usage of a fixed value of critical shear
rate in the simulations. It is also evident from these results that the transition occurs at any
value of inter-particle separation as the hlim0 is also a function of the relative velocity of the
interacting particle pair.
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FIG. 7: Variation of the inter-particle shear rate with inter-particle separation is shown for
different values of critical shear rate (rows) and input shear rate (columns). The blue and
red dots represent monoviscous and biviscous interactions respectively.
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2. Rheology of a suspension with a yield stress fluid
As previously discussed, the biviscosity model is one of the many techniques that can be
used for the regularization of the Bingham model describing ideal viscoplastic/yield stress
fluids. A schematic of the one dimensional rheology of a biviscous fluid is shown in Fig. 8(a).
The fluid is characterized by low-shear viscosity (η0) that is much larger than the high-shear
viscosity (η1). The shear rate at which the transition of the fluid’s viscosity from η0 to η1
occurs is termed as the critical shear rate γ̇c. This description of an ideal biviscous fluid can be
suitably adapted to simulate an apparent yield stress fluid. As shown in Fig. 8(b), by setting
a sufficiently low value for γ̇c, the transition from low to high-shear viscosity approximates a
plastic deformation occurring at a finite value of shear stress resembling a yield stress. Using
this approach, the Bingham model with discontinuous conditions can be regularized through
a set of piecewise continuous conditions, which represent the real viscoplastic fluids when
neglecting the other material behaviors such as elasticity that could be in play.
With a similar setup as presented in the previous section, we carry out the lubrication
dynamics-based simulation of a non-colloidal suspension with a pseudo yield stress fluid as
the solvent. Using the biviscous model, the simulation parameters required to mimic the
yielding behavior of the matrix are determined as follows. Firstly, the range of Bingham
number (Bn), defined as the ratio between the yield stress σys to the stress scale η1γ̇in of
the matrix, typically probed in the experimental works was found. Based on the work of












FIG. 8: Schematic of a one-dimensional rheology of a biviscous fluid using the a) biviscous
model and b)and its modification (γ̇c << 1) to represent an apparent yield stress fluid. The
extrapolation of the flow curve to γ̇in → 0 defines the apparent yield stress σys = (η0 − η1)γ̇c.
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chosen to range across O(10−1) and O(101). By setting the extrapolated solvent yield stress
σys = 0.1Pa, solvent plastic viscosity η1 = 8.46Pa.s and the input shear rate in the range
2.5 × 10−4s−1 to 5 × 10−2s−1, the value of Bn for the present study varies between 0.2 to
47.28. With the values of the yield stress and plastic viscosity of the matrix fixed in order to
ensure the continuity of the stress function for all shear rates, the value of η0 for the biviscous
model uniquely depends on the value of the critical shear rate γ̇c. For the present study, γ̇c
is set as 10−3s−1 and the corresponding value of the viscosity ratio η0/η1 is found to be 12.
As in the previous section, monodispersed spherical particles were randomly arranged using
a Monte Carlo method such that particle volume fraction φ = 0.48.
Using a homogenization approach, Ovarlez et al.[4] provided the analytical estimate of
the suspension properties for systems with a yield stress fluid as the solvent. Here, the same
approach is followed to determine the suspension properties at any given particle volume
fraction. For a biviscous matrix, the apparent viscosity can be found to be ηb(γ̇in) = (σ
y
s +
η1γ̇in)/γ̇in, for γ̇in ≥ γ̇c. Then, the shear stress in a non-colloidal suspension with a biviscous
matrix under a simple shear can be expressed as,
σ = g(φ)ηb(γ̇in)γ̇in (18)
where, g(φ) is the parameter that takes into account the influence of the suspension micro-
structure and the local shear rate. Based on the density of energy dissipated at the interstitial
fluid region, it was shown that an estimate for local shear rate can be expressed as, ¯̇γloc(φ) =
γ̇in
√
g(φ)/(1− φ) [4]. Using this estimate to account for local shear rate effects on the












= σy(φ) + η(φ)γ̇in
(19)
where, σy(φ) and η(φ) represents the suspension yield stress and suspension plastic viscosity
at a given particle volume fraction. Therefore, the non-dimensional yield stress and the
















FIG. 9: Variation of the dimensionless yield stress and consistency with particle volume
fraction for a non-colloidal suspension with biviscous matrix obtained using the











For the case of anisotropic suspensions, the parameter g(φ) in the above equations could be
estimated based on the Krieger-Dougherty equation,
g(φ) = (1− φ/φdiv)−2.5φdiv (22)
with φdiv = 0.605. When the biviscous model is employed for the solvent, it can be no-
ticed that the non-dimensional consistency for a non-colloidal suspension follows the Krieger-
Dougherty equation. On the other hand, the expression for the non-dimensional yield stress
remains the same, irrespective of whether the Bingham, Herschel-Bulkley or biviscous de-
scription is used to model a yield stress fluid matrix. For a non-colloidal suspension with
biviscous matrix, the variation of the dimensionless yield stress and consistency with particle
volume fraction are shown in Fig. 9.
For the range of input shear rate specified earlier, simulations were performed for a sus-
pension with particle volume fraction φ = 0.48. The variation of the shear stress in the
suspension (σ(γ̇, φ = 0.48)) with the input shear rate is shown in Fig. 10. For low shear
rates, vanishingly small values of the shear stress are observed. Moreover, as the input shear
rate exceeds the critical shear rate and increases to larger values, the inter-particle separation
23










FIG. 10: Variation of the suspensions shear stress with the input shear rate is shown for the
φ = 0.48 case.
h0 becomes lower than the value of h
lim
0 causing the transition of the solvent viscosity from
η0 to η1, i.e. from monoviscous (unyielded) to biviscous (yielded) behavior [33] (see Fig. 11).
With the increase in the fluidity of the solvent, the bulk shear stress of the suspension is then
found to grow more rapidly with the input shear rate. The variation of the shear stress of the
solvent (σs), calculated using the biviscous model, with the input shear rate is co-plotted in
Fig. 10 to highlight the significant contribution of the suspended particles to the bulk shear
stress.













FIG. 11: For the yield stress calculations, γ̇∗c was set a low value of 4.73. The local
inter-particle shear rates are compared for two input shear rates γ̇∗in = 1.18 and 2.36× 102.
Blue and red colors correspond respectively to particle pairs interacting via monoviscous
(unyielded) and biviscous (yielded) lubrication forces.
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FIG. 12: Comparison of non-dimensional consistency and yield stress values from the
present simulations against the analytical and experimental results.
From the linear fit of the simulation data, the apparent yield stress and the viscosity of the
suspension is obtained as 0.176Pa and 55.67Pa.s (Fig. 10). The predicted non-dimensional
yield stress and consistency are therefore found to be 1.76 and 6.58 respectively. For compar-
ison purpose, the analytical values from the homogenization theory presented earlier and the
experimental estimates from the work of Ovarlez et al. [4] are used. Eqns. (20) and (21) pro-
vides the analytical values of non-dimensional yield stress and consistency for φ = 0.48 as 2.37
and 10.86 respectively. In addition, the experimental values for the non-dimensional yield
stress and consistency from Ref. [4] are 1.27 and 5.39 approximately. It should be pointed out
that the experimental values were obtained through a Herschel-Bulkley fit of the flow curve
and therefore direct comparison with the analytical estimate of the dimensionless consistency
from the biviscous model cannot be made. Under this circumstance, the Herschel-Bulkley
model based analytical estimate for non-dimensional consistency, ηHB(φ)
ηHB
= 6.13, should be
used. However, the analytical estimate of the non-dimensional yield stress remains the same
for both the biviscous and Herschel-Bulkley models, allowing direct comparisons to be made.
As we have considered only the squeeze mode for the inter-particle lubrication interactions,
the dimensionless yield stress predicted from the simulation (red triangles), when compared
with the analytical estimates, are found to be underestimated (Fig. 12b). However, they
are slightly larger than the experimental values (blue squares). In a similar manner, the
dimensionless consistency from the simulation is smaller than the analytical estimates ob-
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tained using the biviscosity model Fig. (12a). Nevertheless, it is significantly higher than
the experimental and analytical estimates, obtained using the Herschel-Bulkley model, from
the work of Ovarlez et al. [4]. Since the squeeze mode alone is employed, for lower values of
particle volume concentration (for φ < 0.48) the bulk did not achieve the prescribed input
shear rates and hence the suspension properties could not be predicted. However, at higher
volume fractions (φ = 0.50 and 0.52) significant yielding of the suspension could be achieved.
Since the suspension properties are largely influenced by its microstructure, it is necessary
to examine the spatial distribution of the particles in the bulk. This is achieved by analyzing
the radial distribution function (RDF) of the particle system after the macroscopic shear rate
of the suspension has reached a steady value. Fig. 13 shows the RDF in the velocity-velocity
gradient(x − z) plane obtained from the present simulation. Figs. 13a and 13b shows the
RDFs at two different input rates, γ̇∗in = 1.18 and 2.36×102 respectively, one above and below
the critical shear rate of the solvent. Although, the RDFs are noticeably different from each
other, some similarities are observable such as the broken fore-aft symmetry. As expected
in a simple shear flow, at both shear rates, an increased probability of finding particle-pairs
at very close separations is observed along the compression axis. To balance this, particle
depletion is found to occur along the extension axis but not always in an orthogonal direction
to the compression axis. As the details of anisotropic particle distribution depend on the shear
rate, the RDFs in polar coordinates is presented in Fig. 13c for more clarity. Specifically, the
probability of finding a particle pair with inter-particle separations close to the diameter of
the particles alone is shown. In the low γ̇∗in case, the maxima are found to be along the angles
120◦ and 300◦, whereas the minima are found to be orthogonal to the maxima along the angles
30◦ and 210◦. In the high γ̇∗in case, the maxima are found to be along the angles 170
◦ and
350◦, and the minima along the angles 30◦ and 210◦. While regions of particle depletion seem
to be roughly the same at high and low shear rates, there is a significant difference in the
region of particle accumulation which tends to move closer to the flow direction. Distinctive
secondary maxima and minima are found in the high shear rate case along the 90◦ and 270◦
angles. This ‘tail’ formation is in good agreement with the experimental results of Ovarlez
et al.[4] determined using the X-ray microtomography. Overall, the microstructure predicted
by the present simulation methodology is in fairly good agreement with the experiments. In
26
particular, the shear rate dependency of the microstructure in suspensions with viscoplastic
matrix is clearly brought out.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, a numerical approach to predict the rheology of a non-colloidal suspen-
sion with a biviscous matrix was presented. Using the lubrication dynamics based on the



























FIG. 13: RDF on the x− z plane for a) γ̇∗in = 1.18 and b) γ̇∗in = 2.36× 102 are shown. c)
The probability distribution function in a polar plot for particle-pair distance rαβ in the
range of 2.001 to 2.04.
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biviscosity model, behavior of suspensions with matrices which undergo shear thinning at
low and high shear rates was studied. Firstly, the decrease in the viscosity of concentrated
suspensions of non-colloidal particles with shear rate due to an apparent slip of the solvent on
the particles surface (which is explained in terms of the high-shear rheology of the biviscous
matrix) was demonstrated by setting larger values for the critical shear rate. The variation
of the shear stress in the interstitial fluid regions between the particles with the input shear
rate were presented to elucidate the influence of the apparent slippage on the suspension
relative viscosity. With increasing proportion of fluid slippage (modeled as the shear rate
dependent transition from high to low value of the matrix viscosity) in the inter-particle
gaps, a corresponding decrease in the suspension relative viscosity was observed. The cru-
cial message here is that the presence of interparticle slippage effectively lowers the value of
critical shear rate used in the biviscous model which does not need to be equal to the true
rheological one in the real matrix. These results further reinforce the findings of Kroupa et
al.[37] and Vázquez-Quesada et al. [38] supporting the idea that shear-thinning in suspen-
sions with Newtonian constant-viscosity matrices can be alternatively explained in terms of
an interparticle apparent slip.
Secondly, by setting a low value for the critical shear rate, the rheology of a suspension
with an apparent yield stress fluid is presented. The predictive capability of the proposed
numerical approach based on the biviscosity description of a yield stress matrix was found to
be particularly good only at high volume fractions. At moderate volume fractions the shear
mode inter-particle lubrication force could significantly contribute and cannot be neglected.
Considering only the squeeze mode, the numerical prediction of the suspension relative vis-
cosity, yield stress and microstructure of the suspension was found to compare well with the
experiments and the analytical estimates. In particular, the predicted shear rate dependency
of the microstructure corroborates the experimental findings of Ovarlez et al.[4]. The present
model can be extended to the simulation of dense non-colloidal suspension interacting with a
discontinuous shear-thickening medium (e.g. another concentrated colloidal dispersion [47]).
In this case analytical interparticle lubrication expressions based on an inverse biviscous
model have been recently derived in [48] and can be straightforwardly incorporated into the
the present computational framework.
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VI. APPENDIX: MODELING OF THE WALL BOUNDARIES
To impose the wall boundary conditions on the top and bottom surfaces of the problem
domain the following approach is adopted. When a suspension particle of radius a and
velocity V is within the rcutoff distance from the a wall moving at velocity Vw, the normal
and tangential forces exerted on the suspension particle is given by [49, 50]
F nαw = fαw(Vα − Vw) · eαweαw























Here, k is a suitable constant taken as 0.971264. To solve for the particle velocity using
the semi-implicit scheme, for every particle-wall pair, their final velocities Ṽα are written in









w = Vw (26)
Subtracting Eqns. (25) and (26), and substituting Eqn. (23), we get
Ṽαw · {(gαw − fαw) eαweαw + (1− gαw)1}
∆tsweep
mα
= V ′αw (27)
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for which the solution is
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